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PREFACE 
The thermopile is often neglected as a possible source of 
electrical power because of its. excessive size and weight, and 
its low power output and efficiencyo It is the object of this 
investigation to determine what factors affect the power output, 
efficiency, size and weight of a thermopile 9 and to recommend a 
design that will provide the greatest efficiency and power output 
with a minimum size and weighto 
This thesis represents a part of the research program for 
the Wright Air Development Center, ~nited States Air Force, in 
connection with its investigation of unconventional power supplieso 
1t1" deepest appreciation and gratittjde is due Professor Paul Ao 
McCollum, my thesis advisor and competent leader of the project 
mentioned above, for his excellent advice and conscientious guid-
anceo I am deeply indebted also to Professor Co Fo Cameron whose 
cooperation made this thesis possibleo Thanks is extended to 
Ko 0~ Wehr, Doyle Frazier, and George Ingram for their aid. in 
co~st:ructi:rig and testing the experimental tllermopile o I. also 
... ·~ . 
wish to express my gratitude to Mrso Mildred Jo Avery for her 
conscientious, efficient; and capable service in typing this 
thesiso 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For many years scientists have experimented with the thermo-
electric effect as a direct method of converting thermal energy to 
electrical energyo This method has several advantages that make it 
worth considering as a source of powero It contains no moving parts, 
requires no maintenance, and is noiselesso Converselyj it has several 
disadvantages which seriously limit its useo This method of power 
generation is very inefficient, has a low power output per pound 
of weight, and a low power output per cubic foot of volumeo 
The maximum efficiency that may be obtained from a thermopile 
may be theoretically calculated from the characteristics of the 
thermocouple materialso This theoretical maximum efficiency can be 
improved only by metallurgical researcho The resultant efficiency of 
a practical thermopile, however, seldom approaches the maximum effi= 
ciency calculated from the characteristics of its thermocouple mate= 
rialso A thorough analysis of previous work on thermopiles led this 
author to believe that much could be done to improve the efficiency 
and reduce the size and weight of the practical thermopileo The 
text of this thesis is concerned with the design of the seemingly most 
efficient, smallest, and lightest thermopile possible using existing 
thermocouple materialso Many important factors are brought out in 
developing this optimum design which are not usually considered in 
1 
thermopile designo The limitation and merit of this optimum thermo~ 
pile are discussed in the summary and conclusionso 
2 
CHAPTER II 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
It is a well known fact that the efficiencies of practical 
thermopiles seldom approach their theoretically calculated maximum 
efficiencieso Some efficiency is lost through the effects of stray 
heat losseso The extremely low efficiency observed by To No Ewing (1) 
while testing a copper-copnic thermopile led this author to believe 
that other factors were involvedo The reason for the low efficiency 
of this copper-copnic thermopile is rather obvious when the character= 
istics of copper and copnic are comparedo Copper has a thermal con= 
ductivity of about 10 times that of copnic and a resistivity of about 
1/10 the resistivity of copnico Since the thermocouple elements of 
this particular thermopile were made of equal lengths and diameters 
of copper and copnic wire, the copper elements were conducting about 
10 times more heat away from the hot junctions than the copnic ele= 
ments, while the copper elements accounted for only 1/10 of the 
total thermopile resistance" If copper elements of smaller cross= 
section were used, the heat input to the thermopile would be 
greatly reduced without appreciably increasing the internal resistance 
of the thermopileo Although the power output would be reduced slight= 
ly, the input power would be greatly loweredo The result would be a 
considerable improvement in thermopile efficiencyo While increasing 
the efficiency, this modification would also reduce the weight of the 
thermopileo Therefore, the key to raising the actual thermopile 
efficiency to the theoretical maximum appears to rest largely in 
the proper determination of form factors of thermocouple elem.entso 
Aside from increasing the 'efficiency, it is believed that 
proper design will also reduce the excessive size and weight asso-
4 
elated with the thermopile. Many previously constructed thermopiles 
have contained a considerable volume of c·eramic materials necessary 
for therm.al insulation and mechanical su~port of the thermocouple 
elements. A large reduction of weight'and volume could be obtained 
by making the thermocouple elements occupy more of the thermopile 
volume. After a detailed study of all possible configurations and 
arrangements of thermocouple elements, a design composed of metal 
sheets with concentric junctions seemed to be the best approach 
to the problemo The concentric thermopile consists of-circular sheets 
of alternate thermocouple materials separated by t~in circular sheets 
of insulating materiaL These sheets are joined alternately at the 
outside and inside circumferences as shown in Figure 1. Heat is pro-
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Fig. 1. The Geometry of the Concentrie Junction Thermopile. 
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vided to the hot jNnctions on the inside of the thermopile while the 
/ 
cold junctions on the outside dissipate heat to the surrounding airo 
The circular sheet arrangement forms heating and cooling fins to aid 
in absorbing and dissipating heat at the hot and cold junctions 
respectivelyo This design is ideal in that it requires an absolute 
( . 
minimum of insulating materialo The concentric junction thermocouple 
configuration is assumed in all the calculations of the following 
chapterso 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN FOR MAXIMUM EFFIC !ENCY 
The efficiency of any device is defined as the ratio <?f powe!" 
output to power inputa For extremely .inefficient devices, such as the 
thermopile, it can be shown that maximum efficiency conditions always 
occur at the point of maximum power output 9 according to Mo Telksa (2)o 
The maximum power output of any electrical device, and therefore the 
maximum efficiency of a thermopile generator, occurs when the external 
resistance R0 is equal to the internal resistance of the thermopile Ro 
When operating at maximum efficiency, the current flowing in the 
thermopile circuit isg 
(1) 
where I is expressed in amperes 
Eis the total internally generated emf of the thermo= 
pile in volts 
Rand R0 are expressed in ohmsa 
The maximum usable power output of a thermopile is thereforeg 
( 2) 
where P0 is expressed in-wattso 
The total power input to a thermopile is dissipated by heat flow 
through the thermocouple elements, stray heat losses, and the thermal 
power required for the total electrical power generated by the pile 
6 
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which is Pt::: 2P0 o According to the second law of thermodynamics, the 
thermal power required to generate 2P electrical power is~ (2) 
where 
(3) 
Th is the hot junction temperature in degrees Kelvin 
Tc is the cold junction temperature in degrees'Kelvin 
,0,.t is the temperature difference in either degrees 
Centigrade or degrees Kelvino 
L 
If it is assumed that the heat transferred through the thermocouple 
elements greatly exceeds the stray heat losses, the total power in= 
put to the thermopile is~ 
where Q is the heat flow through the thermocouple elements 
in wattso 
By dividing Equation (2) by Equation (I+), the efficiency is calculated 
as~ 
effo (5) 
For further analysis of the efficiency equation, the terms Q, R, 
and E must be calculated in terms of the dimensions and characteristics 
of the thermocouple elementso 
Since the thermocouple elements of the concentric thermopile 
are connected in; series, the total emf may be expressed byg 
E :;; ne .6.t 
where 
8 
n is the number of thermocouple elements 
e is the average thermopower of a thermocouple element 
in volts/degree Centigrade. 
The calculation of Rand Qin terms of the thermocouple dimensions 
requires special consideration because of the unusual shape of the 
thermocouple elements. The following calculations refer to Figure 2. 
material a~-~ 
haL=== ,..J.__hb T\ " 
-material b 
Figure 2. A Concentric Jµnction Thermocouple Element. 
The incremental resistance of material 11a 11 at any distance r isg 
where 
(7) 
R is the resistance of material 11 am in ohms 
p is the resistivity- of material "a" in ohm=meters 
Aa ~ 2 n r ha is the ·area of material "a" perpendi= 
. cular to the direction of current flow 
ha and r are thickness and radius of material 11 a 11 
expressed in meters. 
If Pa is assumed to be a constant which is calculated at an arithmetic 
mean temperature, the total resistan(?e of material 11an may be found 
easily by- integrating Equation (7). The result is~ 
f> 0/2 . 
Ra =(padr = ~ ln Do/Di 
· ) 27thar 21tha (8) 
Di/2: 
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If the same procedure is applied to material "b", the total thermopile 
resistance is~ 
The heat flow through the thermopile elements may be calculated 
easily by Fouriervs conduction lawo This law for steady state heat 
transfer may be expressed asg (3) 
where 
K6.t 
q =- fdI (10) 
q is the heat flow in watts 
K is an average value of thermal conductivity based 
on an arithmetic=mean temperature in watts/meter=deg C 
'A :: 2 nr h is the area perpendicular to heat flow in 
square meters 
r is the distance of heat flow in meterso 
Applying Equation (10) to material 11 ann, the heat flow through this 
material isg 
(11) 
If the same procedure is repeated for material 11b18 , the total heat 
flow through the thermocouple elemeqts of the thermopile isg 
(12) 
If the calculated expressions for E, R, and Q are substituted in. 
Equation (5), the general equation for the efficiency of a concentric 
10 
junction thermopile isg 
eff ( 1.3) 
Notice that the resultant efficiency equation contains only the metal 
thickness ha and hb and is independent of the overall dimensions D0 , 
Di and no The equation may be arranged so that it contains only one 
variable ha/hbo This equation isg 
eff "" 1 (14) 
2Th t 4(Ka,pafKbPbfKbPa(hb/ha)tKa,pb(ha/~b) 
6..t . e2b.. t 
Since the thickness ratio ha/hb may be varied easily in thermopile 
constructionj ;tis desirable to determine the value of this ratio 
for maximum efficiencyo The maximum efficiency may be determined 
by differentiating Equation (14) and equating the results to zeroo 
(15) 
Equation (15) shows that an optimum thickness ratio certainly 
exists and its value may be calculated from a knowledge of the thermal 
and electrical characteristics of the materialso If this optimum 
thickness ratio is substituted in the efficiency expression, the 
maximum possible efficiency isg 
1 (16) 
2Th t 4( Ka.Pa t°kt>Pb f 2 V Ka.PbKbPa) 
Lt e2..6.t . 
To determine the degree of importance of the optimum thickness 
ratio, a plot of Equation (14) was madeo This graph, Figure 3, 
illustrates the variation of efficiency with thickness ratio for 
both iron=copnic and copper=copnic thermopileso These curves were 
plotted for the specific case of Th~ 400 C and Tc~ O C using data 
from the International Critical Tableso (4)o These curves are of 
no value if either of these temperatures are changedo T~is graph 
clearly illustrates the cause of the inefficietjt copper=copnic 
thermopile referred to in the previo·us chaptero This thermopile was 
11 
constructed with an area ratio of 1, which, of course, corresponds to 
a thickness ratio of 1 on Figure 3o If this thermopile had been con= 
structed with an area ratio of 1307/1, its theoretical efficiency 
could have been increased from about Ool3 to about Oo5o This in= 
crease in efficiency would be accompanied by a considerable decrease 
in weight and volume of the thermopileo 
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Figure .3. • Maximum efficiency vs thickness ratio. Tc= 0 °C, Th= 400 °C. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN POWER OUTPUT, WEIGHT, AND VOLUME 
In the previous chapter it was shown that the efficiency of a 
concentric junction thermopile was independent of all thermopile 
dimensions except the thickness ratio of the metals forming its 
thermocouple elementso If the optimum thickness ratio is used in 
designing a thermopile, the power output, weight, and volume of 
the thermopile are determined by all other dimensionso These 
dimensions are insulation thickness, outside diameter, inside 
diameter, length, and the thickness of one thermocouple materialo 
For optimum thermopile design, the effects of these dimensions must 
be knowno 
The power output and weight of the concentric thermopile of a 
partieular size will be greatly affected by the thickness of the 
insulation between the thermocouple materialso The effects of in= 
sulation thickness on power output may be found bl Equation (2)o 
This equation when combined with Equation (6) states that the usable 
power output of a thermopile is; 
(17) 
If hi is defined as the insulation thickness, and Has the total thermo= 
pile length, the number of thermocouple elements in the thermopile will 
be: 
13 
(18) 
Instead of using hi as an independent variable, an insulation factor 
defined as: 
(19) 
is substituted in Equation (17) along with Equations (18) and 
(9)o The power output in terms of tbe insulation factor and thermo= 
pile dimensions isi 
Note that the units to be used with H depend only upon the units of 
resistivityo To develop an expression which is independent of all 
thermopile dimensions except the insulation factor~ a power output 
(21) 
A plot of Equation (21) showing the variation in power output factor 
with the insulation factor for both iron=copnic and copper=co_pnic 
thermopiles is shown in Figure 4o These curves were plotted for the 
same specific set of operating conditions as Figure 3o 
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Figure 4 may be used to calculate the power output of a particular 
thermopile as followso The insulation factor of the thermopile is first 
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calculated by Equation (19)o The power output factor corresponding 
to this insulation factor is then read from the appropriate curve on 
Figure 4o The power output may be calculated from the power output 
factor by Equation (21). These curves may be used to calculate the 
power output of a thermopile of any size as long as it is operating 
at the specified temperatures. New curves must be plotted for other 
operating conditions. 
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The total weight of a concentric thermopile may also be expressed 
as a function of the insulation factor. The total thermopile weight 
where Wais the weight of material 11a" with a density 
da lb/cu meter 
Wb is the weight of material 11b" with a density 
db lb/cu meter 
Wi is the weight of the insulating material with 
a density di lb/cu metero 
Since the weights of the individual materials are 
2 ~ Wa ~ daTr/4(D0 -D1 )han 
2 2 
wb :: db Tr/ 4(D0 =Di)hbn 
2 2 Wi:: dfTt/4(D0 =D1)hi2n 
(22) 
they may be substituted in Equation (22) along with Equations (18) 
and (19) to find the total thermopile weight.· This is: 
1tH(D~~D1)[dt(db?2adi)h~ha] 
w~~==-==4=[1~f(-~~2=a~)(=~=/~ha~u-==='== (23) 
Note that the units to be used with the thermopile dimensions depends 
only upon the units of d~nsity. 
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To develop an equation which is independent of the thermopile dimen= 
sions, a weight factor is defined asi 
Fw = ; W ~ Tr/4 dafdb(hb/ha)f2adi)htfha) 
H(D~~Df) lthb/ha t 2a(hb/ha) 
(24) 
The weight factor as a function of insulation factor for iron=c¢>pnic 
and copper=copnic thermopiles is plotted as Figure 5o The procedure 
for using these curves to determine the weight of a particular thermo= 
pile is similar to that used with Figure 4o 
Two relatively important factors concerning thermopile design 
are brought out by Figures 4 and 5o First, for therm.opiles occupy= 
ing the same volume, a considerably larger power output may be ob= 
tained by using copper=copnic thermqcouple elements instead of iron= 
I 
copnfo elementso Also 1 from Figure 5, it is seen that the higher out= 
put copper=copnic thermopile actually weighs less than an iron= 
copnic thermopile of the same volume if the insulation factor is 
greater than ol4. 
For additional information, the effects of the diameter ratio 
D0/Di on power output and weight was determined as followso If 
Equations (21) and (24) are solved for P0 and W respectively, these 
expres'sions are 
and 
Po:::;; ln Do/Di 
W i.. FwH(D~=Df) 
(25) 
(26) 
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Figure 5. The Effect of Insulation Thickness on Thermopile Weight, T = 400°C., T = Q°C. 
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The power=weight ratio is found by dividing Equation (25) by Equation (26)o 
(27) 
If D0 is considered to be the only independent variable, a power=weight 
factor may be defined as: 
(28) 
This power-weight factor is plotted as a function of D0/Di in 
Figure 60 This curve may be used to determine the power=weight ratio 
of any thermopile as followso The insulation factor is first calculated 
by Equation (19)o The values of Fp and Fw are then read from Figures 
4 and 5 corresponding to this insulation factoro The power=weight , 
factor is read from Figure 6 corresponding to the value of D0/Di for 
the thermopileo The magnitude of P0 /W is then determined by Equation (28)o 
Figure 6 shows that the power=weight ratio becomes very large and 
approaches infinity as the outside diameter approaches the inside dia= 
metero From this it would seem that a thermopile could be made very 
light with a sizable power outputo This would be tru·e if not for the 
difficulties encountered in heat transfero The problem of heat trans= 
fer is taken up in the following pageso 
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A. Heat Trahsfer Analysis 
,,. 
The efficiency Equation (13), states that the efficiency of a 
thermopile is directly proportional to the temperature differential 
established between the hot and cold junctionso By rear~~nging 
Equation (12), this temperature differential may be expressed as": 
(29) 
This equation shows that a reduction in the outside diameter of the 
thermopile, D0 , which is required for a higher power output per 
21 
pound, will cause a reduction in temperature differential, and there= 
fore efficiency, if all other factors remain constant. If the same 
efficiency or temperature differential is to be maintained, a re= 
duction in D0 must be accompanied by an increase in heat flow Qo 
Therefore, the maximum power output per pound that may be obtained 
from a thermopile, which is operating at a fixed temperature differen= 
tial, depends on the magnitude of heat flow that can be maintained 
between the hot and cold junctions, of the thermopile o This heat 
flow, in turn, depends on the ability of the hot junctions to· absorb 
heat and the cold junctions to dissipate heato. If either.the hot or 
cold junctions of a thermopile are not capable of performing the re= 
quired heat transfer necessary to maintain the required efficiency, 
the thermopile will be forced to operate at a smaller temperature 
differential or efficiencyo Since the heat transfer characteristics 
affect power output, weight, and efficiency, they are one of the most 
important factors in thermopile designo 
22 
Because of the many empirical constants involved, heat transfer 
calculations must be con~ined to one specific case where all configu-
I 
rations and dimensions are knowno Heat transfer calculations may be 
used in many different ways for thermopile design depending upon the 
factors that are initially knowno In many cases, trial and error type 
solutions must be usedo In the author 8s case it was most convenient 
to design the thermopile so that it could be constructed easily with 
available materials and then to determine the heating and cooling 
system requirements by heat transfer analysiso 
Because of the availability of 6 inch x 002 inch constantan 
sheets, the outside diameter of the thermopile was chosen as 6 incheso 
Anticipating a difficulty in maintaini~g proper heat transfer, D0 /D1 
was made as large as possible by making the inside diameter as small 
as possibleo Since a 3/4 inch diameter globar heating element was to 
be used, the smallest possible inside diameter was chosen as l incho 
The experimental thermopile was constructed of iron and constantan 
sheets with a thickness ratio of lo Figure 3 shows that this thick= 
· ness ratio is near the optimum for these materialso 
In order to maintain an acceptable efficiency, the first require= 
ment is that the heat flow through the thermocouple elements be suffi= 
cient to develop the required temperature differentialo The relation 
between heat flow and temperature differential is given by Equation (12)o 
If the thermopile dimensiop.s are substituted into this equation with 
proper units, the heat tran~fer per thermocouple element isg 
(30) 
23 
Because of the variation of thermal conductivity with temperature, 
this equation is very difficult to interpret directlyo A graphical 
interpretation of this equation which illustrates the variation of heat 
flow per junction with outside temperature for several successive values 
of inside temperature is shown in Figure 7. The use or· Figure 7 to 
determine temperature differentials will be presented later. 
The entire heat flow through a thermocouple element must be 
dissipated to the surrounding air at the cold junctiono The quantity 
of heat that the cold junction can dissipate depends on the-cold 
junction temperature of the thermopile, the temperature of the sur= 
rounding air, and the condition of the surrounding airo The heat flow 
from a cylindrical body by natural convection into still air is given 
by the Mark 0s Mechanical Engineering Handbook as: (5) 
where 
,· 
q is the heat transfer in Btu/hr 
A is the area of heat transfer surface ins~ ft. 
hcfhr is the combined convection and radiation heat 
transfer coefficient in Btu per hr s4 f~ per deg.F 
~tis the temperature differential between the surface 
and the surrounding air in deg Fo 
This equation may be modified by simple dimensional analysis to use 
.more convenient units to give: 
where 
(32) 
q is the heat transfer in watts 
h0thr are in same units as in Equation (31) for use 
of Mo Eo handbook values 
A is expressed in ·sqo cmo 
t 0 is ~he o~tside or cold junction temperature of 
thr. the~pile in dego C 
ta is the temperature of the surrounding air in dego C 
I 
_J 
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Figure 7. Heat Transfer Characteristics of the Thermopile and 
Cooling System 
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For one thermocouple element the area of the heat transfer surface 
is the exposed outer surface area which, referring to Figure 1, is 
A0 : jt'D0 (hafhb). Substituting.the thermocouple djmensions into 
Equation (32) the heat transfer per junction may be expressed as: 
(33) 
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If the temperature of the surrounding air, ta, is assumed constant, 
this equation expresses the heat flow in terms of outside temperature 
of the thermopile. Since these are the sam.e variables used in plotting 
Equation (30) ·this equation may also be plotted on Figure 7. If 
the thermopile is operating in still air, the operating point of the 
thermopile must lie on this cooling curve. Since the operating point 
must also lie on the appropriate ti curve, the intersection of this 
curve with the cooling curve must give the operating point of the thermo-
pile. For example, if the inside temperature is 900°c, the intersection 
of this ti. 900° curve with the cooling curve shows that 34 watts of 
heat will be flowing through each thermocouple element and the outside 
temperature will be 740°c. The thermopile would then be operating at 
a ~emper~ture differential of 900-740 = 160°c. This is a very small 
temperature differential and would cause very inefficient thermopile 
operation. A slightly larger temperature differential.could be ob-
. tained by using an inside temperature of 1000°c but this would not be 
practical because this temperature is close to the melting point of 
. the copnic. It is obvious that the only wa:y or' getting a larger 
temperature differential is to provide a better. ooling system to re= 
move the heat from the cold junctions. 
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A considerable improvement in heat transfer may be obtained by 
forcing air past the cold junctionso According to McAdams (3), page 
237, the convection heat transfer coefficient for air moving along a 
flat surface with velocities varying from 16 to 100 fps may be ex-
pressed as: 
where he is in Btu per hi. sq. ft.per deg.F 
Vis the air velocity in ft/seco 
The heat-removed from the cold junctions by convection may be calcu= 
lated easily from the basic equation for convection heat transfero 
This equation is identical to Equation (31) except that the approxi= 
mate radiation coefficient hr is left outo By the same process used 
to develop-Equation (33), the equation for forced convection heat 
transfer Hu 
(34) 
In addition to the convection heat transfer calculated by Equation (35) 
a significant quantity of heat is removed from the cold junctions by 
radiationo From McAdams (3), page 549 the heat transfer between con= 
centric cylinders is given as: 
where qr is the heat transfer by radiation in Btu/hr 
T0 ·is the cold junction temperature in deg.F abso 
(36) · 
Ts is the temperature of the air duct surroup.ding the 
thermopile in deg. F abs o 
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p0 is the emissivity of the cold junction surface 
p8 is the emissivity of the air duct absorbing surface 
A0 is the area of heat emitting surface of the cold 
Junction in ft2 
As is the corresponding heat absorbing surface of the 
air duct in ft2o 
If heat transfer is assumed to be radially outward from the cold 
junction surfaces, the area A0 has the same value as that used in 
Equation (32) and the 'absorbing surface area will be i 
where D8 is the diameter of the air duct in feet, 
ha and hb must also be in feeto 
If the thermopile dimensions and the proper emissivity coefficients 
from McAdams (3), page 46i are substituted into Equation {36) 1 this 
equation becomesg 
(37) 
where qr is in watts 
T0 and Ts a.re in deg. F abso 
The total heat dissipated from the cold junctions consists of the 
sum of the radiation and convection componentso If the cooling air 
temperature, cooling air velocity, and cooling duct surface tempera= 
ture are constant, the total heat transfer may be calculated from 
Equations (35) and (37) for successive values of cold junction 
temperatureo This relationship is plotted in Figure 7 for two values 
of air velocityo The intersection of the 200 ft/sec cooling curve 
with the 900° inside temperature curve gives a cold junction tempera= 
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ture of 6oooco In this case, the thermopile would be operating with 
a temperature differential of 400° which is a considerable improve= 
ment over the 160° calculated in tqe previous example for natural 
convection coolingo Up to now it has been assumed that no heat 
transfer problem existed at the hot junctiono. In the above example 
I 
-
it j,s entirely possible that the heating element could not transfer 
·the 63 watts per junction necessary to maintain the 900° hot junction 
temperature which was assumedo Therefore, a study must be made of 
the heat transfer between the heating element and the hot junctionso 
The magnitude of heat transfer from the heating element to the 
hot junctions depends on the surface temperature of the heating 
element" A heating element is capable of transferring an unlimited 
quantity of heat as long as its surface temperature does not exceed 
the melting point of the element materiaL For successful thermopile 
operation, the heating element must be capable of delivering the 
heat required for the best possible operating conditions without 
meltingo These optimum conditions may be determined by locating the 
operating point which will give the greatest temperature differential 
OR Figure 7o In order to determine the heating element':requirements, 
the heat transfer characteristics of the hot junction must be determinedo 
In the author 0s case it was proposed that a 3/4 inch diameter 
globar be used as a heating elemento Here the problem was to determine 
if sufficient heat could be transferred by the globar to the hot junc= 
tions without reaching its melting temperature of 3200 deg Fo (6) 
Heat transfer at the hot junction takes place by radiation and by 
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natural convection in the air between the heating element and hot 
junctiono The expression for radiant heat transfer between the heat= 
ing element and the hot junctions is identic~l to Equation (36) ex= 
cept that all o subscripts must be changed toe to designate the heat= 
ing element surface and alls subscripts must be changed to i to desig= 
nate the inside surface of the thermopileo In this case the emitting 
surface area per junction is: 
where D6 is the diameter of the heating elemento 
The absorbing surface area per junction is~ 
Substituting thermopile dimensions and the proper emissivity coeffi= 
cients from McAdams (3) into Equation (36) with the above stated 
modifications, the radiant heat transfer per junction isg 
(38) 
where qr is in watts 
Te and Ti are in deg.F abso 
The ~arge temperature differential causes air circulation andJl there= 
fore, convection heat transfer between the heating element and the 
hot junctionso This heat tran~fer may be calculated from the basic 
convection equation and Equation (34)o The heat transfer per junction 
may be approximated by~ 
where 
(J9) 
q0 is the heat transfer in watts 
A is the area of the hot junction heat transfer sur= 
face in sq. cm. 
ti is the hot junction temperature in deg.C 
Vis the estimated velocity of the air moving past 
the hot junction surface in ft/sec 
ta is the temperature of the moving air in degrees C 
JO 
If·the temperature of the moving air is assumed to be'that of the heat= 
ing element and the velocity of the air is estimated at 20 ft/sec, 
Equation (39) may be simplified asg 
(40) 
For any particular value of heating element surface temperature and 
hot junction temperature, the total heat transfer at the hot junction 
may be calculated by combining the :results of Equations (.38) and (40)o 
The relationship between heat transfer and heating element surface 
temperature for hot junction temperatures of 500 and 1000 deg., C are 
shown in Figure 80 
Figure 8 clearly shows that the globar heating element is not 
' 
capable of delivering the 63 watts per junction which is necessary to 
maintain a 400° temperature differential at th~ operating point used 
as an ex~mple on page 280 In actual operation, the thermopile will 
have a different operating point which must be determined from 
Figures 7 and 80 
The operating point for a maximum temperature differential may 
be determined from Figures 7 and 8 as foll0wso For maximum heat trans= 
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fer, the heating element surface must be as close as possible to its 
melting pointo This limiting temperature is shown by the dotted line 
on Figure 8. At this temperature Figure 8 shows that the heating 
element is capable of delivering 53 watts per j~ction if the hot 
junction temperature is 500°c or 41 watts per/junction if the hot 
junction temperature is 1000°c o. Since the hot junction temperature is 
not known, one must be assumed to determine the heat transfer from 
Figure 8. If the operating point found on Figure 7 does not agree 
; ·- with this hot junction temperature, successive hot junction temperatures 
must be tried until an agreement is reached. If a hot junction tempera= 
ture of 500°c is assumed, Figure 8 shows that the heating element is 
capable of de~ivering a maximum heat transfer of 53 w~tts. This 
quantity of heat flow must also be the ordinate of the operating point 
on Figure 7o If the heat is removed from the cold junction by forced 
air flowing at 200 ft/sec, the operating point mu~t be the point on 
this cooling curve which has a 5.3 watt ordinateo This operating point 
gives an incorrect hot junction temperature of 8oo0c. If the above 
procedure is repeated assuming a hot junction temperature of 7400c a 
nearly correct operating point is located on Figure?. The graphical 
construction used in locating this point is shown on Figures 7 and 8. 
This operating point exhibits an outside or cold junction temperature 
of 490 C which gives a temperature differential of 740-490 ~ 250°c. 
"• 
This is the greatest temperature differ~ntial that can be obtained 
from this particular thermopile with globar heating and 200 ft/sec 
r , 
cooling airo A larger cooling air velocity would give somewhat better 
.. 
operation by lowering the hot junction temperatureo This would allow 
a greater heat transfer at the heating elemento A considerable im-
provement in operation could be obtained by using a heating element 
with a higher melting temµeratureo A study of all known substances 
with high melting points which could be used as heating elements re-
vealed that they were all unstable in air at temperatures above 
32000Fo Therefore, a thermopile of these particular dimensions 
appears to be doomed to;exhibit:a p_oo.r efficiency and a low power 
outputo 
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CHAPI'ER V 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A complete verification of the theoretical analysis concerning 
thickness ratio and the power=weight relationships would require the 
construction of many different thermopiles with different dimensionso 
Because of time.and material limitations a project of this magnitude 
could not be undertakeno However, one thermopile was constructed 
using available materialso The experimental results of this :thermopile 
will be compared to those calculated by the theoretical methods of 
the preceding chapters. 
A concentric junction thermopile was constructed of 75 iron 
sheets and 75 copnic sheets which were alternately arranged and 
joined as shown in Figure lo The junctions of the metals were formed 
by resistance weldingo A picture of the completed thermopile is 
shown in Plate lo The dimensions of the thermopile were: outside 
dian(eter 6 inches, inside diameter l inch, copnic thickness o 02 
inch, iron thickness 002 inch, and insulation thickness 002 incho 
If these dimensions are substituted in Equation (18), the total 
thermopile height is given as 6 incheso Actually, because of dis= 
tortion of the sheets during welding, the height wa.s about 8 incheso 
A 3/4 ineh x 8 inch globar heating element was used to supply heat 
to the inside or hot junctionso The heat was removed from the cold 
junctions by forced air convection which was provided by a propeller 
fan and air d.ucto A picture of the completed test arrangement is shown 
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PLATE 1 
THE CONCENTRIC JUNCTION THERMOPILE 
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in Plate 2o The fan is located at the extrem~ bottom of the air duct 
and forces air upward past the thermopile which is located at the top 
of the ducto 
To determine the characteristics of the thermopile, the power 
input to the globar was varies from Oto 4000 watt~ in steps of 
400 wattso. At each input setting, after sufficient time was allowed 
for thermal stabil~zation, hot junction temperature, cold junction 
temperature, maximum power output, and maximum efficiency were 
determinedo The results of this test are displayed in Figures 9, 
10, and llo The hot and cold junctio~ temperatures were read directly 
from calibrated thermocouples which were placed in the thermopile 
during its constructiono The variable nature of the internal resist= 
ance of the thermopile and therefore the load resistance for maximum 
power output, required that the maximum power be determined experi= 
mentally for each value of power inputo This was done by recording 
the output voltage of the thermopile for successive values of load 
resistance while the input was held constanto The power output for 
each resistance was then found by.pa:; v2/Ro The maximum value 
determined by this method was assumed to be the maximum po~er output 
of the thermoprile for the particular value·of power inputo The same 
I procedure was repeated for all other values of power inputo 'The 
maximum efficiency was determined in each case by dividing this 
maximum power output by the corresponding power inputo 
The theoretical characteristics of the thermopile were determined 
by applying the theoretical analysis of previous chapters to a thermo= 
PIATE 2 
THE COMPIETE TEST ARRANGEMENT 
\.,.) 
-..;z 
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pile with the dimensions of the experimental thermopileo At an 
assumed power input, the hot and cold junction temperatures were 
determined by heat transfer analysis and Figure 7o The maximum effi= 
ciency was then determined from Equation (13) using the theoretically 
calculated temperatureso The theoretical power output was found by 
multiplying this maxim.um efficiency by the corresponding value of 
power inputo This procedure was repeated for several power inputs 
lying in the same range that was used in the experimental testso These 
calculated results are displayed on Figures 9, 10, and 11 along with 
the experimental datao 
An examination of Figure 9 reveals that the experimental and cal= 
culated values of hot junction temperatures compare rather closely 
while a large discrepancy is noted between experimental and calcu= 
lated values of cold junction tempe~atureo At a+l values of power 
input, the actual cold junction temperature was found to be consider= 
ably less than the theoretically calculated cold junction temperatureo 
Referring to Figure 7, if hot junction temperature and heat flow 
are fixed, the only way a reduced cold junction temperature could be 
obtained is for the hot junction temperature curve to have less slopeo 
An examination of Equation (30), which was used to plot Figure 7, shows 
that a reduction in slope will result only if the thermal c9nductivity 
of one or both of the metals is reducedo This means that either the 
iron or the copnic or both must have a lower therm.al conductivity 
than that assumed in the theoretical calculationso A resistivity test 
on the iron and constantan revealed that \he iron had a considerably 
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higher resistance than that assumed in the theoretical calculations 
while the resistance of the copnic was nearly the sameo According to 
the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz relation, thermal conductivity times re= 
sistivity must equal a constant if temperature remains constanto (2)o 
Therefore, an increase in resistivity must be accompanied by a re= 
duction in thermal conductivityo The reduction in cold junction 
temperature must have been due to the lower value of the iron thermal 
conductivity. A small portion of the discrepancy in experimental and 
calculated cold junction temper~tures could have been due to the 
non-uniform temperature distribution along the hot junction and cold 
' junction surfaces o This was caused by the increased temperature· 1of 
the cooling air as it passed along the cold junction surface and by 
non=uniform temperature distribution along the heating element 
surfaceo 
The lower cold junction temperature and therefore larger tempera= 
ture differenti~l would be expected to cause a higher output and greater 
efficiency than that which was theoretically calculatedo Figures 10, 
and 11 show that this was not the case. The power output and effi= 
ciency of the thermopile were found to be much less than the calculated 
values. Some of this error could be accounted for by the difference 
in the thermoelectric characteristics of the iron and copnic which w~s 
used in this thermopile from those used in the theoretical calculations. 
Also, it is believed that some of the thermocouple elements had 11 shorted" 
because of distortion of the sheets during the welding process. Stray 
heat losses, of course, accounted for a considerable part of the error. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The calculations and c~rves presented in the preceding chapters 
illustrate two very important and often neglected facts concerning 
thermopile designo The first of these is: the importance of main= 
taining the optimum thickness ratio betwe-en thermocouple materials. 
It can be shown that the thickness ratio fa actually the ratio of 
the areas oT the thermocouple materials presented to heat flowo 
Therefore, an optimum a:rea ratio must exist. for all thermopiles re= 
gardless of their desj.gn or thermocouple configu:rationso Calculations: 
similar to those presented in Chapter 3 should be an integral part of 
cany thermopile'design procedureo It is: beli~yed that these optimum 
area ratio calcu,lations would-always reveal that the optimum ratio 
is entirely dependent upon the constants of the thermocouple materialso 
Since the constants 0£· all thermocouple mate~ials vary with the operating 
temperatures, it is necessary to know these temperatures before the 
optimum ratio can be calculatedo This: leads to the second important 
fact concerning thermopile design which is the importance of heat 
transfer analysiso 
Heat transfer difficulties become increasingly significant as 
attempts are made to increase the power output, reduce the weight, or 
reduce the volume of the thermopileo If a thermopile is designed to 
have a very small output and large volume it will have a correspondingly 
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small power input and large heat transfer surfaceso This means that 
probablr,"i"t will not be difficult to transfer this small quantity of 
heat to the hot junctions or from the cold junctions and therefore, 
nearly any set of operating temperatures can be maintained easilyo 
On the other hand, as the power output of a thermopi1le is increased 
and its size is reduced, the quantity of heat which must be trans= 
i 
ferred to the hot junction and from the cold junctions must become 
must larger if an acceptable temperature differential or efficiency 
is to be maintainedo The reduction in volume further complicates 
the problem by reducing the exposed heat transfer surfaceso It was 
mentioned in Chapter ,2 that the concentric junction ,thermopile de= 
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sign gives the largest power output for its volumeo Actually, thermo= 
piles of the concentric junction type can be designed to give enormous 
power oatput with a small weight and volumeo As an example, calcu= 
lations will be performed for a copper copnic thermopile about the 
size of a Noo 6 dry cell batteryo The outside diameter will be 
assumed as 206 inches, the inside diameter 2o5 inches, and the length 
6 incheso The applications·of Figures 4 and 5 and Equations (21) and 
(24) reveal that, with an insulation factor of Oo4, this thermopile 
would yield an output of 1750 watts while its to·tal weight would be 
only 0.515 poundo It is theoretically possible for a concentric junc= 
tion thermopile weighing only i pound to deliver nearly 2 KoWo of 
powe:d The difficulty or impossibility is in maintaining the 
·, 
temperature differential of 400°c related ~o Figures 4 and 5o At the 
least, a temperature differential of this magnitude must be maintained 
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if an acceptable efficiency is to be obtainedo The input to this small 
thermopile, which is necessary to maintain this temperature differential, 
may be found by dividing the output by the efficiencyo This efficiencyj 
assuming optimum thickness ratio, is read from Figure 3 as Oo5" The 
input would therefore be 1750/0005 or 350,000 wattso Obviously, 
it is impossible to transfer this large quantity of heat either to the 
hot junctions or from the cold junctions in a thermopile of this small 
sizeo Therefore, the thermopile designer is forced to work from the 
heat transfer capabilities of the heating element in deliveringheat 
to the hot junctions and the capabilities of ~he cooling system in 
removing heat from the cold junctions" 
If the heat transfer characteristics of the heating element and 
cooling system are known, the design ofs.a concentric junc.:tion thermo= 
pile would consist of juggling the thermopile dimensions until the 
desired heat flow or temperat1.1re differential could be establishedo 
This procedure would consist of assuming successive values of thermo= 
pile dimensions and calculating the operating temperatures by the 
methods of Chapter I.~ until thiese tempe.ratures agree with those 
desiredo After the required operating conditions have been reached, 
, the optimum thickness ratio and the efficiency could be found by the 
methods of Chapter 3o The power output of the thermopile could then 
be found by multiplying the efficiency by power inputo 
Essentially, the problem which started as one of designing a 
thermopile of small size 1 weight and volume with a large power outputj 
becomes one of decreasing power output, and increasing size, weight, 
and volume so that heat transfer relationships may be satisfiedo The 
concentric ji1nction design which is theoretically the best possible 
configuration for a maximum power output with minimum weight and 
volume is, because of heat transfer complications, forced to become 
equal to more conventional thermopile designs for use as a low-power 
source. 
It is possible that by using large diameters and suitable heat= 
ing and cooling fins a concentric junction thermopile could be made 
to operate successfully and deliver a large power output for its 
size and weight. The power wasted, however, would be enormouso 
For example, a 5 K. W o thermopile would require an input of about 
1000 Ko W. This means 995 Ko W. would be wastedo Since efficiencies 
become increasingly .important as the consumed power becomes larger, 
thermopiles of this design could find use only if its efficiency could 
be improved. The obvious way of improving the efficiency is to utilize 
the wasted heat which is being removed from the cold junctions. One 
method of raising the effictency of a thermopile would be to use the 
thermopile as a heat transfer medium in some other thernla.l system. 
For example it could be used to conduct heat from a furnace to a hot 
air heating duct. A diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 12;. 
The concentric junction thermopile, because of its rigidity, and high 
heat transfer, would be ideal for this process. Another method for 
improving the efficiency of a concentric junction thermopile would be 
to return the waste heat removed from the cold junctions to the hot 
. ,"'.. 
junctionso This could be done as shown in Figure l3o 
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